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Disclaimer
This document has been produced in the context of the 7SHIELD Project. The 7SHIELD
project is part of the European Community's Horizon 2020 Program for research and
development and is as such funded by the European Commission. All information in this
document is provided ‘as is’ and no guarantee or warranty is given that the information is
fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information at its sole risk and
liability. For the avoidance of all doubts, the European Commission has no liability with
respect to this document, which is merely representing the authors’ view.
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Executive Summary
7SHIELD

website

(www.7SHIELD.eu)

is

a

central

tool

for

the

dissemination,

communication and networking activities of the project. This document aims to describe
the key points of the design, content, maintenance, updating and use strategy of the
website.
The document presents the structure of the site and explains how the content is
organised across the different pages and sections. It is illustrated by a series of
screenshots of the website.
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1.

Introduction

7SHIELD website (www.7SHIELD.eu) is central for communication activities toward the
different targeted audiences and plays a role in the dissemination of 7SHIELD results. The
website mains objectives are to inform the public on the project status and its evolution,
to relay the newsletters and give insight on 7SHIELD results and publications.
7SHIELD website will enable in particular:
▪ to provide an overview of the project, its objectives, its main milestones and the

profiles of consortium members;
▪ to stay up to date on 7SHIELD progress throughout the project, with the diffusion

of newsletters, brochures, info boards and a video;
▪ to give access to all public deliverables produced during the project;
▪ to foster the involvement of the various stakeholders and support the organisation

of the different events with a calendar, a contact form and information about all the
coming events organised by the consortium or related to its activities;
▪ to create awareness for the project and collect feedback from stakeholders;
▪ to provide access to the dissemination material and reference to the open access

publications produced within 7SHIELD project;
▪ to facilitate the interaction between partners and interested parties.
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2.

Website structure

7SHIELD website is available at www.7SHIELD.eu and is developed following a responsive
web design. It means that the website dynamically changes its appearance depending on
the screen size and orientation of the device being used to view it. The domain name has
been chosen to be easily found via search engines and the web site is accessible to
anyone, without restriction.
Overall graphic design of the Website is aligned with 7SHIELD corporate identity detailed
in D8.2 Corporate identity and logo deliverable. The interfaces and contents are in
English, to be understood by the largest audience and by all consortium partners.
The Website is designed to address the identified target groups in the most effective
way, and is the easiest way to ensure high visibility of the project for the EU officials as
well as target audiences, stakeholders and the general public.
7SHIELD website contains 8 main pages and 10 sub-pages:
•

HOME

•

PROJECT

•

o

CONCEPT

o

OUTCOME

PILOTS
o

CYBER/PHYSICAL ATTACK IN DEIMOS GROUND SEGMENT - SPAIN

o

CYBER/PHYSICAL ATTACK IN NOA GROUND SEGMENT – ATHENS,
GREECE

o

CYBER ATTACK ON ONDA DIAS PLATFORM

o

THREAT DETECTION & MITIGATION ON THE ICE CUBES SERVICE

o

PHYSICAL ATTACK IN ARTIC SPACE CENTER – SODANKYLA, FINLAND

•

REPORTS & PUBLICATIONS

•

MEDIA

•

CONSORTIUM

•

NEWS & EVENTS

•

o

NEWLETTERS

o

EVENTS

o

LINKS

CONTACT
D8.3 Project Website
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3.

Website content

3.1. Common header
All 7SHIELD website pages have a common header composed of 7SHIELD logo to the
left, and the drop-down menu to the right.

Figure 3-1 - 7SHIELD common header

3.2. Common footer
All 7SHIELD website pages have a common footer composed with 7SHIELD logo, the
European flag, a reference to European Commission financial support to the project and a
link to 7SHIELD LinkedIn page (https://www.linkedin.com/company/7shield).

Figure 3-2 - 7SHIELD common footer
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3.3. Home page
The HOME page (https://www.7shield.eu/) provides an overview of the project and
includes 6 sections linked to other pages of the website.

3.3.1. Project section
The first section displays a short title, the official title of the project and a button that
redirect to PROJECT page (https://www.7shield.eu/project/).
This section has been especially designed to give a strong visual identity to the project.
The background displays the same image used in 7SHIELD presentation template and
colours follow 7SHIELD graphic charter. Both are described in in D8.2 Corporate identity
and logo deliverable.

Figure 3-3 – 7SHIELD Home page – Project section

3.3.2. Consortium members section
The second section introduces the partners. Their logos are displayed in a carousel and
each one redirects to the CONSORTIUM page (https://www.7shield.eu/consortium/).

Figure 3-4 – 7SHIELD Home page – Consortium members section
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3.3.3. 7SHIELD framework section
The third section introduces 7SHIELD framework and its technology bricks (or “key
results” as in the proposal). The “key results” are gathered in 4 categories corresponding
to the 4 steps of crisis management. Each key result redirects to the OUTCOME page
(https://www.7shield.eu/outcome/).

Figure 3-5 – 7SHIELD Home page – 7SHIELD framework section
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3.3.4. Pilot Use Cases Section
The fourth section introduces the Pilot Use Cases that will be carried during the project. It
is composed of 5 snippets, 1 for each Pilot Use Case. Each snippet redirect to the page
dedicated to its related Pilot Use Case. At the top of the section, a “VIEW ALL PILOTS”
link redirects to the PILOTS page (https://www.7shield.eu/our-pilots/).

Figure 3-6 – 7SHIELD Home page – Pilot Use Cases section
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3.3.5. News & Events section
The fifth section gives an overview of 7SHIELD’s last news through articles snippets that
redirected to the related articles. An “ALL NEWS” button redirects to “NEWS & EVENTS”
page (https://www.7shield.eu/blog/).

Figure 3-7 – 7SHIELD Home page – News & events section

3.3.6. Contact section
The sixth and last section displays a “CONTACT US” button that redirects to the
“Contact” page (https://www.7shield.eu/contact/).

Figure 3-8 -7SHIELD Home page – Contact section
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3.4. Project page
The PROJECT page (https://www.7shield.eu/project/) gives information about 7SHIELD
context, objectives and challenges.

Figure 3-9 - 7SHIELD Project page
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3.4.1. Concept page
The CONCEPT page (https://www.7shield.eu/concept/) gives information on 7SHIELD
concept and how 7SHIELD consortium intends to overcome the challenges at stake. The
page also contains an illustration of the overall approach.

Figure 3-10 - 7SHIELD Concept page (abstract)
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3.4.2. Outcome page
The OUTCOME page (https://www.7shield.eu/outcome/) introduces 7SHIELD expected
results and gives an overview of each key result (technology brick) that will be developed
during the project. The page will be completed and updated throughout the project
depending on the key results produced, merged etc.

Figure 3-11 - 7SHIELD Outcome page (abstract)
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3.5. Pilots Page
The PILOTS page (https://www.7shield.eu/our-pilots/) introduces the 5 partners that will
implement all of parts of 7SHIELD framework on their infrastructures. It also illustrates the
evaluation cycles that will be implemented with operational tests and demonstrations
throughout the project.
The PILOTS page includes links to the 5 dedicated Pilot Use Case pages.

Figure 3-12 - 7SHIELD Pilots page
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3.5.1. Pilot Use Case pages
Each of the 5 Pilot Use cases is described in a dedicated Pilot Use Case page. These
pages are named as following:
o

CYBER/PHYSICAL ATTACK IN DEIMOS GROUND SEGMENT – SPAIN
(https://www.7shield.eu/pilots/attack-in-deimos-ground/)

o

CYBER/PHYSICAL ATTACK IN NOA GROUND SEGMENT – ATHENS, GREECE
(https://www.7shield.eu/pilots/segment-of-noa/)

o

CYBER ATTACK ON ONDA DIAS PLATFORM
(https://www.7shield.eu/pilots/onda-dias-platform/)

o

THREAT DETECTION & MITIGATION ON THE ICE CUBES SERVICE
(https://www.7shield.eu/pilots/ice-cubes-service/)

o

PHYSICAL ATTACK IN ARTIC SPACE CENTER – SODANKYLA, FINLAND
(https://www.7shield.eu/pilots/arctic-space-centre/)

Each Pilot Use Case page describes:
o

the infrastructure(s) on which 7SHIELD framework will be tested;

o

the simulated attack scenario upon which 7SHIELD framework will be tested;

o

7SHIELD potential future outcomes for the partner and its specific infrastructure(s).

Each Pilot Use Case page also contains an illustration of the infrastructure that will
implement the pilot.
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Figure 3-13 – SERCO’s Pilot Use Case page (abstract)
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3.6. Report & publications page
The REPORT & PUBLICATIONS page (https://www.7shield.eu/reports-publications/)
includes 4 tables.
The first table lists all public deliverables, with a link to download the documents in PDF.
It indicates for each document:
o

its ID (according to the Grant Agreement);

o

its title (with a link to download the documents in PDF);

o

a short description of the document.

The second table lists all presentations, abstracts and other relevant material. It indicates
for each document:
o

the date of publication;

o

the event for which it was created;

o

its title (with a link to download the documents in PDF);

o

the author(s).

The third table lists all papers produced in the frame of the project and published in
scientific journals.
The fourth table lists all other papers published in conferences.
These two tables indicate for each document:
o

the date of publication;

o

its title;

o

the author(s);

o

the link to the paper hosted in scientific databases.

The REPORT & PUBLICATIONS page will be updated every month with the public
deliverables, presentations, abstracts, papers and scientific publication produced and
validated by the consortium (and the Project Officer in case of public deliverables).
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Figure 3-14 - 7SHIELD Reports & publications page
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3.7. Media page
The

MEDIA

page

(https://www.7shield.eu/media/)

gives

access

to

7SHIELD

communication kit, i.e. a set of communication materials to be downloaded by anyone
wishing to communicate about 7SHIELD. It is composed of 7SHIELD official logo, and will
be enhanced throughout the project with a commercial presentation, a brochure, an info
board and a video.
The page also includes a list of each article from external media referring to 7SHIELD,
with a link to the article.

Figure 3-15 - 7SHIELD Media page
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3.8. Consortium page
The CONSORTIUM page (https://www.7shield.eu/consortium/) introduces the 22 partners
of 7SHIELD consortium with, for each organisation:
o

its logo;

o

its name;

o

its nature (Private company, Research centre etc.);

o

a short description;

o

a link to the page dedicated to the partner.

Figure 3-16 - 7SHIELD Consortium page
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3.8.1. Partner pages
Each of the 22 partners has a dedicated page accessible from the Consortium page. Each
page gives information on the organisation (logo, name and nature of the organisation,
country and website), a description of the partner main activities, its role in 7SHIELD
project and the key results it will develop during the project.
For example, CeRICT’s dedicated page is accessible at https://www.7shield.eu/cerict/.

Figure 3-17 – CeRICT’s individual page
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3.9. News & Events page
The NEWS & EVENTS (https://www.7shield.eu/blog/) page lists all the articles published
by 7SHIELD communication team on the website and LinkedIn page during the project.
Full articles are accessible by clicking on the article snippets on the page.
Links to Newsletters page and Events pages are available on the right of the page.

Figure 3-18 - 7SHIELD News & Events page
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3.9.1. Newsletters page
The NEWSLETTERS (https://www.7shield.eu/newsletters/) page gives access to the
newsletters that will be published every year during the project. PDF versions of the
newsletters will be accessible through a download link.

Figure 3-19 - 7SHIELD Newsletters page
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3.9.2. Events page
The EVENTS page (https://www.7shield.eu/events/) lists all the past and coming events to
which members of 7SHIELD consortium participate and that are related to 7SHIELD
activities. It could be external events or events organised within the frame of 7SHIELD
activities.

Figure 3-20 - 7SHIELD Events page (abstract)
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3.9.3. Links page
The LINKS page (https://www.7shield.eu/links/) lists all institutions, EO organisations,
major stakeholders and other relevant projects that are linked to 7SHIELD project. It
includes links to the website of each identified organisation.

Figure 3-21 - 7SHIELD Links page (abstract)
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3.10. Contact page
The CONTACT page (https://www.7shield.eu/contact/) includes a contact form enabling
external organisations to get in touch with 7SHIELD consortium members.

Figure 3-22 - 7SHIELD Contact page
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4.

Website strategy

7SHIELD website is a tool made to support the consortium members in their
communication and dissemination activities. It will help them reach their objectives
regarding events participation, stakeholders involvement, public awareness, results
dissemination and exploitation and 7SHIELD overall impacts.
In order to improve the quality and quantity of the traffic, 7SHIELD website follows several
Search Engine Optimisation principles:
§

Each page title includes relevant tags

§

Each page is focused on one specific topic

§

The page loading speed is optimised through image compressing and content
caching

§

The navigation menu stays simple and intuitive

§

The pages contain as much relevant illustrations as possible

§

Each page contains links to other pages of the website

§

The website contains links to relevant external websites

The website will be updated every month with news about on-going activities, achieved
objectives, results, coming events etc. All partners will participate in the elaboration of
this news.
To increase 7SHIELD website visibility toward external audiences, all partners will be
asked to put on their own websites a link toward 7SHIELD website.
The main audiences targeted by 7SHIELD website are listed above. They have been
identified both regarding their potential interest in the project activities & results and
regarding the potential benefits the consortium members could derive from interactions
with theses audiences.
Examples/ Representative Organisations

Target Group

Space Agencies,
Organisations of space
agencies

•

Committee of Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS)

•

Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI), Italy

•

Canadian Space Agency (CSA), Canada

•

Center for the Development of Industrial Technology (CDTI),
Spain

•

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), France

•

Comisión Nacional de Actividades Espaciales (CONAE),
Argentina

•

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO), Australia

•

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-und Raumfahrt (DLR), Germany
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Commercial operators of
Satellite Ground Segments

Commercial operators of
telecommunication
Satellite Ground Segments

National and Regional
Meteorological Institutes

•

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites (EUMETSAT), Germany

•

European Space Agency (ESA), Europe

•

European GNSS Agency (GSA), Europe

•

Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), Brazil

•

Aerospace Exploration Agency/Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science, and Technology (JAXA/MEXT), Japan

•

National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA), USA

•

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
USA

•

National Space Agency of Ukraine (NSAU), Ukraine

•

Netherlands Space Office (NSO), Netherlands

•

United Arab Emirates Space Agency (UAE SA), United Arab
Emirates

•

United Kingdom Space Agency (UKSA), United Kingdom

•

Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), Switzerland

•

Swedish National Space Agency (SNSA), Sweden

•

Airbus DS Geo, France

•

Telespazio, Italy

•

Collecte Localisation Satellites (CLS), France

•

Planet, USA

•

Digital Globe, (MAXAR) USA

•

GeoEye, USA

•

ATOS, Spain

•

SES, Luxembourg

•

Intelsat, Luxembourg

•

Eutelsat, France

•

Avantiplc, UK

•

Inmarsat, UK

•

Kongsberg Satellite Services (KSAT), Norway

•

Hellas Sat, Greece

•

Swedish Space Corporation (SSC), Sweden,

•

Hispasat, Spain

•

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), Europe

•

Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI), Finland

•

Météo-France, France

•

Institut Royal Météorologique (IRM), Belgium

•

The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI),
Netherlands

•

Instituto Portugues do Mar e da Atmosfera (IPMA), Portugal

•

Meteorologisk Institutt, Norway
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EO platform operators

Manufacturers of systems
for Satellite Ground
Segment

European Association of
Remote Sensing
Companies (EARSC)

Civil Protection Agencies /
Governmental Bodies

CI Operators, Ministries &
CI Protection Agencies

•

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany

•

Hellenic National Meteorological Service, Greece

•

Ufficio Generale Spazio Aereo e Meteorologia, Italy

•

Agencia Estatal de Meteorología (AEMET), Spain

•

Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, Sweden

•

Met Office, UK

•

MétéoSuisse, Switzerland

•

SERCO, Italy

•

Airbus Defence & Space, France

•

Creotech Instruments, Poland

•

Atos, France

•

E-Geos, Italy

•

GMV

•

RHEA group

•

TERMA

•

A more complete list can be found here:
https://spaceindustrydatabase.com/

•

Airbus, France

•

ALPHA Consult, Italy

•

Ariespace, Italy

•

EOAnalytics, Ireland

•

European Space Imaging, Germany

•

Geospatial Enabling Technologies, Greece

•

HISDESAT, Spain

•

ICEYE, Finland

•

Kongsberg Spacetec, Norway

•

Neuropublic, Greece

•

Planet Germany, Germany

•

Planetek Hellas, Greece

•

SpaceSeed, France

•

SuperVision Earth, Germany

•

Thales Alenia Space, France

•

Draxis SA, Greece

•

General Secretariat for Civil Protection, Greece

•

Dipartimento della Protezione Civile, Italy

•

Directorate General of Civil Protection and Emergencies, Spain

•

Civil Defence, Ministry of Interior, Cyprus

•

Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency, Finland

•

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management, Netherlands

•

National Infrastructure Commission, UK

•

Swiss Civil Protection
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•

Water Board of Nicosia, CY

•

European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA)

•

European Cyber Security Organisation: ECSO

•

European Organisation for Security (EOS)

Defence Agencies

•

European Defence Agency (EDA)

General Public

•

All European Citizens

Cybersecurity Agencies

4-1 - Main target audiences of the 7SHIELD website

The consortium has defined several KPIs and audience objectives regarding 7SHIELD
website and its targeted audiences:
Metric

Target
10 000 visits over the 2-year project

Website audience

+20% visits each year

Downloads of online material
(communication kit, public
deliverable, scientific publication
etc.)

300 downloads over the 2-year project

4-2 - 7SHIELD website KPIs

Analytics tools such as Google Analytics will be used to collect insight on the website
visibility and traffic. In particular, it will be used to analyse which webpages have the most
visits, which content is being read or downloaded, how users reach the website and how
they interact with its pages and content. An internal report on audience statistics will be
generated and shared among the consortium members every month.

Figure 4-1 - Analytic report on 7SHIELD website audience
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